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Rising Up, Rise Above: 

Alexander Cavanaugh Debuts His First Studio Album 

New York City-based solo artist Alexander 
Cavanaugh releases his first full album on January 
22. Produced by Jamie "Jae Moe" Fitzgerald and
Centric Sounds, Rise Above showcases Cavanaugh's
introspective lyrics and bluesy, gritty sound.

ATLANTA - Feb. 8, 2021 - Singer-songwriter 
Alexander Cavanaugh combines his narrative, 
country music-influenced lyrics with an urban rock 
sound on his debut studio album, Rise Above. 
Independently released on January 22nd, Rise 
Above marks another milestone in Cavanaugh's 
evolution as a rock artist. 

"It's funny putting a date on a dream come true," said Cavanaugh. "The past few 
months have been an amazing journey of writing, recording, and co-producing 
this album. I've got a whole lot of people to thank-and a whole lot of excitement 
to let loose." 

A Queens native, Cavanaugh was classically trained in piano from a young age, 
and began teaching himself guitar at fourteen. Inspired by his influences, 
including Black Stone Cherry, the Foo Fighters, and Eric Church, he wrote his first 
song at sixteen, and hasn't stopped writing since. 

In addition to performing his music at Rockwood Music Hall and Currahee 
Brewing Company, Cavanaugh self-produced his first EP, Any Other Heart, in 
2019. The EP caught the attention of manager and producer Jamie "Jae Moe" 
Fitzgerald and Centric Sounds. Together, they worked with Cavanaugh to craft 
Rise Above's signature sound: electric, bluesy guitar complemented by the 
narrative flair of Cavanaugh's lyrics. 

"The idea for this album started in my small apartment, which doubled as my 
recording studio," said Cavanaugh. "My mixing desk, my editing bay, and my 
home were all one space." The album's lead track, the eponymous "Rise Above," 
explores Cavanaugh's roots trying to make it as a self-made musician, 
acknowledging the struggle while striking a hopeful note. "I want to be part of it 
all, I'm just biding my time," he sings. For Cavanaugh, that time is now. 
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